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THE HABITATS OF RARE THE HABITATS OF RARE THE HABITATS OF RARE 
ANIMALS AND PLANTS  ANIMALS AND PLANTS  ANIMALS AND PLANTS  
Earth’s wildernesses represent true paradises for many plants and animals. Earth’s wildernesses represent true paradises for many plants and animals. Earth’s wildernesses represent true paradises for many plants and animals. 
These wild landscapes cover only about 5% of the earth’s surface, yet they These wild landscapes cover only about 5% of the earth’s surface, yet they These wild landscapes cover only about 5% of the earth’s surface, yet they 
are home to roughly half of the plant and animal species we know at are home to roughly half of the plant and animal species we know at are home to roughly half of the plant and animal species we know at 
this time. And new species are constantly being discovered!this time. And new species are constantly being discovered!

As the habitats of rare plants and animals, these As the habitats of rare plants and animals, these 
wildernesses need our protection. But they wildernesses need our protection. But they 
are shrinking every day: deforestation is are shrinking every day: deforestation is 
increasing at an alarming rate, which increasing at an alarming rate, which 
greatly impacts climate change. Human greatly impacts climate change. Human 
intervention is leading to the disap-intervention is leading to the disap-
pearance of many habitats and species.pearance of many habitats and species.

On the following pages, you will get On the following pages, you will get 
to know some of the most amazing to know some of the most amazing 
landscapes on earth. Each one of these landscapes on earth. Each one of these 
is unique and worthy of preservation.is unique and worthy of preservation.

Like nature, everything portrayed in Like nature, everything portrayed in 
this book is vivid and buzzing with this book is vivid and buzzing with 
life. Everything breathes: from a life. Everything breathes: from a 
tiny chick that moves inside its egg tiny chick that moves inside its egg 
to the powerful tiger that roams to the powerful tiger that roams 
the Forest, from the enormous roots the Forest, from the enormous roots 
of thousand-year-old trees to their of thousand-year-old trees to their 
gloriously vibrant blossoms. Explore gloriously vibrant blossoms. Explore 
these mysterious and exciting worlds. these mysterious and exciting worlds. 
Observe monkeys in the treetops, Observe monkeys in the treetops, 
spiders in their webs, frogs in the spiders in their webs, frogs in the 
vegetation, and so much more. vegetation, and so much more. 

Welcome to the most stunning  Welcome to the most stunning  
nature show on earth!
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NIOKOLO-KOBA NATIONAL PARK
Located in the southeast corner of Africa’s Senegal, this national park is a UNESCO World Heritage Site.  

This means it has been singled out to be protected for future generations. Safeguarding such regions is  
a global matter because there are flora lants  and fauna animals  living here that are uni ue to our lanet.

iokolo oba and the full length of the river ambia are home to a great number of wild animals, such as 
leo ards, baboons, ele hants, lions, and hi os, man  of which are endangered or have alread  been killed due 

to oaching, or in other words, illegal hunting. ven the construction of a lanned dam re resents a threat. 
This is wh  the ark is under s ecial rotection.





KAHUZI-BIÉGA NATIONAL PARK
The national park of Kahuzi-Biéga is located in the Democratic Republic of Congo  
in entral frica. amed after two e tinct volcanoes, the ahu i and the i ga, 
the ark consists of a huge tro ical rainforest containing over  native s ecies. 
The area was declared a orld eritage ite in  due to tribal warfare and 

oaching. t is home to the last surviving grou  of eastern lowland gorillas
the largest species of gorilla.







QINLING MOUNTAINS
inling is the name of the largest chain of mountains in haan i Province, right in the

middle of hina. These mountainous forests are home to a variet  of rare lants and
animals, including the inling anda, of which there are onl  about  left. nlike

their larger giant anda cousins, the fur of inling andas are light and dark brown in
color. There is no other lace on earth where these brown andas can be found, and

they are protected because of their rarity. 



SUNDARBANS NATIONAL PARK
ndia s undarbans ational Park is made u  of  small islands, 

with seven rivers and countless waterwa s forming a network of canals 
that flow into the sea. 



The ark is densel  covered b  man-
grove forests made u  of trees and 
shrubs that have ada ted their roots 
to life between saltwater and fresh 
water. This makes an ideal home for 
endangered land and marine animals. 

ore than  engal tigers live here, 
along with saltwater crocodiles and 
numerous t es of birds and sh.



This massive nature reserve is located in the far east of ussia and stretches out 
as far as the ea of a an. Thanks to its unusuall  diverse climate, a mi  between 
taiga and subtropical, it is home to species that aren’t usually found together,  
like the imala an bear and the brown bear. t is also 
the habitat of uni ue mammals like the mur tiger, 

iberian musk deer, wolverine, and sable.

SIKHOTE-ALIN NATURE RESERVE




